
From: Alfonz Koncan <alfonz.koncan@envirotrec.ca>  
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2018 12:52 PM 
To: Engages-Mobilisation (WD/DEO) <wd.engages-mobilisation.deo@canada.ca> 
Subject: EnviroTREC response to Towards a Western Canada Growth Strategy  

 

Dear Western Diversification  

 

On behalf of EnviroTREC we are submitting this set of ideas, flowing from the questions posed on your 
website.  

 

Regards, 

 

 

Alfonz Koncan 
Director of Business Development and Government Relations 

200-78 Innovation Drive, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 6C2 

Tel: (204) 480-0350  FAX: (204) 480-0345  Cell: (204) 890-3294  

Email:  alfonz.koncan@envirotrec.ca 

Web: www.envirotrec.ca 

  @envirotrec 
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Q1: What does a stronger western Canadian economy look like 10 years from now? 

A stronger economy in western Canada will reflect that our new immigrants are able to transfer their 
skills to meaningful and appropriate work placements that are emerging in our economy. 

Federal employment positions will support the arrival and recruitment of new immigrants. 

Our trade will have shifted significantly to the Pacific basin.  

We will no longer be transporting oil by rail but by pipeline and we will be shipping both oil and gas by 
pipeline in considerable amounts, thereby contributing significantly to the Canadian economy. 

Our professions will have created pathways for recent immigrants, who are trained overseas to move 
into those occupations after they have settled in Canada. 

Our forestry industry will have made a comeback, with new capital, new products and new markets. We 
will not be held captive by holders of logging licenses and capital assets from eastern or elsewhere, 
concerns. 

Our aerospace industry will be growing with the CAGR (Compound Aggregate Growth Rate) of their 
counterparts across the globe. Our growth in employment in aerospace for Manitoba will be double of 
what it is today. 

Our economy will have created significant numbers of middle-class jobs.  

A quantum leap in high school completion rates will have taken place. Post secondary completion rates 
will also be significantly improved and will now match the national average 

Manitoba will host a national High-Performance Computing Cluster and a training centre. 

Post baccalaureate and Post Certificate programs will be commonplace allowing for upskilling of people 
as they progress through their careers and new skills are needed.  

  



Q2: What are the best ways to spur new growth in western Canada? 

Create, or rescope the regional banks. Our traditional banking system (Big 5) is at times not supportive 
of the manufacturing or high-tech sectors in western Canada. Their approach seems often to be takers 
of cash deposits and little else. No business risk is considered in their portfolio in western Canada, 
preferring to invest elsewhere. On the other hand, the credit union system provides extensive services 
to families and is displacing the traditional banks as the street-corner bank. The difficulty that the credit 
unions have is that their charters limits them from taking on business risk. These risks could be pooled 
and as the size of these credit unions increases through considerable amalgamations, to the tens of 
billions, their business exposure should be adjusted. This will require changes in the charters of the 
credit unions.   

Change procurement practises of federal, provincial and municipal levels of government to favour 
domestic suppliers. This can be accomplished by providing more seminars and more direct invites as 
well as building bidders lists. This will support new company development, cause contracts to be 
downsized if necessary to support smaller projects while building capability within our community to be 
able to respond to opportunities. 

  



Q3: What will help the Indigenous economy continue to grow? 

We need to offer Indigenous communities, some portion of the economic opportunities that flow from 
large projects. For instance, new oil/gas and national infrastructure projects need to set aside a piece of 
the work and supply chain for Indigenous communities. 

A national Indigenous procurement strategy would also help here considerably. Copying the US -Small 
Business Set Aside and the Native American -owned Set Aside programs would be a great way to start. 

Small business creation will need to be fostered within the Indigenous community. New businesses and 
skills need to emerge. Our training programs will need to support these developments. Our post 
secondary institutions will need to be challenged to support these requirements.  

 

  



Q4: How can we improve economic participation in the west of under represented groups, including 
women, youth, and new immigrants? 

We need to elevate these underrepresented groups in the public service.  

Our reskilling programs need to be focused on better translation of skills acquired elsewhere into 
requisite qualifications and credentials that are needed in the labour force.  Such programs need to be 
flexible and adaptable and responsive. There is no need to wait until another cycle before initiating the 
next program. For instance, if the students are already here and the jobs are waiting to be filled, the 
decision to go and train should be made at that time. Colleges and Universities should be challenged to 
set up these flexible environments to support these types of needs.  

Professional credentialing needs to be addressed. Perhaps there is a need to consider alternative 
development paths, depending on what the competencies are still lacking in the candidates-students. 
We will need more engineers and IT professionals than our schools can produce, so short circuiting the 
four year long etc. training periods and compacting them to periods as short as one year will need to be 
considered.  Adult will need to be given credit for skills already acquired and then positioned only into 
courses that they need to master.  

Medical doctors (from foreign lands) also need residencies, and currently there are too few. These 
residencies need to be expanded so that medical doctors can be inserted into the system thereby 
ensuring that health care continues to be available to all western Canadians. Other medical 
professionals need similar fast tracking from their previous country to our needs and requirements in 
Canada. 

Our educational institutions need a revamp. Four-year programs are fine if we have the time and money 
to support these large cultural icons.  Degrees may need to be shortened and course credit transfers 
need to be vastly improved. Polytechnics for instance should add to the number and variety of degrees 
that they offer. Students in these polytechnic institutions should be able to graduate early with 1 year, 
2 year and 3 year exits that provide them with reasonable skills sets so as to be effective in the 
workplace. Similarly, so, when and if they decide to return to school, they should be able to pickup 
where they left off.  Such a strategy would also support women returning to the workforce after 
spending time raising their infants.   

 

 

 

  



Q5: How can governments, industry, and western Canadians work together to grow the regional 
economy? 

Industry, Government and citizen roundtables and advisory panels need to be constituted to support 
these needs. Additionally, once these roundtables start to make suggestions, these need to be acted on. 
So discretionary, special funds need to be isolated to support these types of groups. 

Programs such as Western Economic Diversification need to make their own decisions and do not need 
direction from 235 Queen St in Ottawa. This centrist approach to economic planning does not help the 
west at all, it only helps the east as they get to pick off the opportunities before they land in the west. As 
a result the west is left with little else and this only breeds western alienation. 


